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Energy Digital 
Commerce

In today’s low-margin fuel selling business, 
your operation’s success depends on your 
ability to take advantage of every transaction 
opportunity. Execute more spot contracts, 
increase sales volume, and maximize your 
margins with new ways to reduce friction within 
the selling process, achieving a competitive edge 
in volatile markets. 

Energy Digital Commerce delivers the high 
levels of market visibility and convenience your 
buyers seek while providing you with more sales 
opportunities, increased deal accuracy, and 
shorter quote-to-lift timeframes.

Drive up to 40% more sales while 
increasing business efficiencies

With Energy Digital Commerce, you can: 

• Modernize sales processes – instantly set and post 
prices across the entire market each morning and 
close transactions quickly by negotiating prices and 
terms without increasing your headcount.

• Digitize deal capture and order processing – 
automatically generate and send order 
confirmations to buyers and upload sales orders 
directly into your ETRM with back-office integration.

• Easily reconcile information – reduce accounting 
errors and processing times with improved 
workflows that help you validate information from 
various sources.



Take advantage of market volatility and optimize 

margins by up to $0.02 per gallon.

Perform seamless back-office integrations
Significantly reduce administrative tasks by uploading orders 
directly from Energy Digital Commerce into your ETRM systems via 
an API that works alongside any existing messaging center or portal.

Enhance price visibility and distribution
Enjoy complete control over your customers’ visibility into your 
pricing, available products, volumes, and opening hours with the 
ability to edit offer prices and turn them on or off at any time. Plus, 
you can seamlessly post your prices for customers.

Elevate contract management 
Transferring your customer contracts — both intraday and fixed-
term — to Energy Digital Commerce allows you to automatically 
provide custom information to each buyer, including payment terms, 
credit amounts, and lifting terms. 

Easily make and edit 
offers with complete 
control over 
customer visibility.



Do up to 10 times more spot 

contracts by eliminating 

deal set-up time.

Automated allocation management  
Automate allocation setup to enable buyers to pick up product 
immediately, improving experiences with real-time decrementing of 
supplier allocations and lowering the cost of serving your customers.

Easily integrate with DTN TABS®
Offset risks, reduce transaction times, and eliminate errors by 
automating business processes undertaken by your sales, ERP, and 
clearance teams with easy integration with DTN TABS. 
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Spot profitable 
opportunities in 
volatile markets 
with greater ease.

https://www.dtn.com/

